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The present invention relates to garment pads 
and more particularly to pads for use in garment 
shoulders to impart to the garment a square or 
high shoulder effect. 
The practice of using pads in the shoulders of 

garments to give the square or high shoulder ef 
feet is almost universal in the garment industry 
and is almost as old as the industry itself. 

It is common practice to shape and mold the 
shoulder pads by hand using cotton padding or 
other ?brous material as a ?ller with a covering 
of tailor’s canvas or similar material, the entire 
pad being held together by stitching. Because 
the lower arc of the pad is shorter than the upper 
arc, it is necessary when fashioning a. pad, to - 
pleat or tuck the material on the lower side in or 
der to make it conform to shape. The pleats and 
the tucks thus formed prevent the pad from as 
suming a true position on the shoulder and the 
general result is a misshapen garment. 
The present day pads, moreover, being hand 

fashioned, are not uniform in shape or height and 
difficulty is experienced by the garment manu 
facturers in obtaining identical eifects in both 
shoulders. 
terial pressing on the pads combined with the 
e?ects of the cleaning process soon compresses 
the pad ?lling and the style imparted by the 
manufacturer is lost. 

It is an important object of the present invene 
tion to obviate the above di?iculties by providing 
shoulder pads that are [die formed, perfectly 
smooth on all sides, and completely uniform in 
shape and height. 

It is a further object of the present invention to 
provide a shoulder pad which will retain its arcu 
ate or lunate shape under all circumstances and 
conditions. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

provide a method of constructing a shoulder: pad 
which is simple and inexpensive, but which re 
sults in an improved uniform product capable of 
retaining its shape under ordinary circumstances 
and conditions. 
Numerous objects and advantages will be ap 

parent throughout the progress of the following 
speci?cations. 
The accompanying- drawing illustrates a se 

lected embodiment of the invention and the views 
therein are as follows: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing 
proved pad in position on the shoulder. 

Fig. 2 is an underneath view with the envelopes 
folded back to show felted ?brous layers in 
stepped relation. . 

Fig. 3 is a cross section taken on line 3-3 of 
Fig.4. 7 

Fig. 4 is an end view. 
Fig. 5 is a side elevational view. 
The shoulder pad shown herein for the pur 
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2 
pose of illustrating the present invention com 
prises a plurality of super-imposed layers of 
loosely felted ?brous material Iii, substantially 
shield shaped and of a gradually diminishing size 
of which there may be any desired number, for 
instance four. The said layers I!) each have at 
leats one'straight edge l l which are in alinement 
and the remaining borders of said layers are in 
stepped relation to provide a composite padding 
mass I2 as shown in Fig. 2. 

1 The said padding mass l2 together with the re 
silient ?lamentous cord l3 which is positioned 
adjacent to the alined straight edges II is en 
closed in a double fabric envelope, the inner en 
velope l4 being’ preferably tailor’s canvas or other 
like material and the outer envelope [5 of felted 
material or the like and the combined padding 
mass l2, cord I3 and envelopes i4 and I5 are 
formed in a pre-heated forming die into a shoul 
der pad presenting a lunate cross section at the 
shoulder end and gradually diminishing in cross 
sectional size toward the opposite end as shown 
in Fig. 5. 

It should be particularly noted that the inner 
envelope M is of a size only slightly larger than 
the compositepadding mass l2 and the outer 
envelope I5 is substantially greater in areal ex 
tent than the inner envelope I5. It should be 
further noted that the resilient ?lamentous cord 
i3 is positioned mile in the fold of the inner en 
velope adjacent to the alined straight edges and 
is of sufficient length to extend a short distance 
beyond the edges of the outer envelope [5. If de— 
sired the shoulder pad of the present invention 
may be made with the center marking groove £6 
to facilitate the seating of the pad on the 
shoulder. 
A shoulder pad embodying the principles of the 

present invention is not required to be stitched 
although a minimum of stitching may be used ii.’ 
desired, is always uniform and presents a true 
seat for the shoulder. To accomplish this a 
method of construction is provided which is ex-~ 
act, simple and inexpensive. 
Using any desired number of layers of loosely 

felted ?brous materials it which are shield 
shaped, or a gradually diminishing size and have 
at least one straight edge the said layers are 
superimposed upon each other, the straight 
edges being kept in alinement and the remain 
ing borders being in stepped relation as speci?cal 
ly shown in Fig. 2. The resilient ?lamentous 
cord I3 is then placed adjacent the alined 
straight edges and the layers together with the 
cord are enclosed in the fabric envelope M pref 
erably of tailor’s canvas or the like which is only 
slightly larger in size than the mass of combined 
layers In. The ?lled envelope is then enclosed in 
the outer envelope 15 which is substantially 

60 greater in areal extent than the envelope l4 and 
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which may be of felted material or the like. It 
is of importance that the cord i3 is positioned in 
the fold of the inner envelope adjacent to the 
alined straight edges and is made to extend a 
slight distance beyond the outside border of the 
outer envelope I5. 
The completed envelope l 5 is then placed in a 

pre-heated forming die (not shown) ofpredeterf 
mined shape until the pad is permanently formed‘; 
The heat of the die causes the sizing in the fabric. 
of the inner envelope I4 to combine'with‘ the lay 
ers of ?brous material to form a b'ond'ian‘d'imparts’v 
to the resilient ?lamentous cord l3 a spring-like 
quality which serves to restore the pad to‘its lu 
nate form if the pad is distorted when in use. 

If desired the dieimay be'macle toimpart a cen 
ter marking ridge as illustrated in the drawings; 

The. present invention provides-a shoulder pad 
which‘. is extremely simple, inexpensiveto make‘ 
and yet which obviates alli the-defects heretofore‘ 
encountered; 
Changes may’ be‘imad'e in the? form and con— 

struction without departing from the’spirit of the 
invention or sacri?cing any" of its advantages and 
the right is hereby reserved to make- all changes‘ 
as fairly; fall. within‘ the scopev of the following 
claims. 
What. is claimed. as new‘and desired tob'e se 

cured'by Letters Patent‘ of- the United States is asv 
follows:;. 

1. A shoulder pad‘ for garments and the like 
comprising. a. plurality of substantially shield 
shaped superimposed layersaof resilient material 
of gradual. diminishing size arranged in stepped 
relation to provide a composite resilient‘ padding ; 
mass, a, fabric en-velope- enclosing said padding 
mass, the entire- said padding mass being curved 
to present a lunate cross section at the shoulder‘ 
end gradually‘diminishing in cross7 sectional size 
toward the opposite, endv and a resilient ?lamen 
tous cordlyling in the fold of the said envelope-at‘ 
its widest end- to maintain the said paddingmass‘ 
in its lunate form. 

2'; A- shoulder pad for garments and' the’ like‘ 
comprising a plurality of substantially‘ shield: 
shaped superimposed layers of loosely felted ? 
brous material of gradually diminishing; size ar 
ranged in stepped- relation to vprovide'a composite 
resilient padding mass, a double‘fabri'c envelope‘ 
enclosing said padding'mass, the‘entire'said‘pa'di 
ding mass-being’ curved to presentla lunate cross" 
section at its Widest end gradually diminishingin‘ 
cross sectional size- toward the opposite end and‘a 
resilient ?lamentous‘ cord lying in the fold of the‘ 
inner envelope at the shoulder end" to'm'aintain 
the'said'padding mass initslunate form. 

3. A shoulder pad for garments and the like 
comprising a plurality of substantially shield 
shaped superimposed layers of loosely‘ felted fl’ 
brous ‘material of gradually diminishing size‘, .each 
of which‘ hasyat least one‘ straight edge, the‘sai'dl 
layers being arranged in stepped relation; but 
with the straight edges thereof in‘ alignment, a‘ 
double" envelope of tailor’s canvas‘ and felted ma 
terial' enclosing-'saidlayers', the‘ outer envelope be" 
ing of‘ the felted‘mater-ial and being‘subst-anti'ally" 
greater in areal? extent than the‘inner envelope 
and? a resilient ?lamentouscordi lying in the fold‘v 
off the inner envelope adjacent to‘ the alinedj 
straight edges, said construction providing a com” 
posite resilient- padding mass which is’ curved‘ to 
presentka lunate cross section taken in‘ a' plane’ 
parallel to the alin'ed' straight edges ‘and of a" 
gradually diminishing cross sectional size toward" 
the-opposite end. 
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4 
4. A shoulder pad for garments and the like 

comprising a plurality of superimposed layers of 
substantially shield shaped loosely felted ?brous 
material of gradually diminishing size each of 
which has at least one straight edge, the several 
straight edges being in alinement and the remain 
ing borders of the layers being in stepped relation 
to'pr'ovide a-composite ?brous padding mass, the 
said mass being curved to present a lunate cross 
section taken in a plane parallel to the a‘lined 
straight edges and: of a gradually diminishing 
cross-1 sectional size toward the opposite end, a 
canvas envelope to enclose said ?brous padding 
mass; a‘ felt envelope larger in areal extent than 
said canvas envelope and a resilient ?lamentous 
cord: liy'iln'gv in the fold- of the saidv canvas envelope 
and‘ adjacent" to. the. alined' straight edges, said 
cord'providin‘g'resili‘ency'to'keep'andimaintainthe 
pad in its lunate form. 

5‘.- A-Inethodi of- manufacturing a shoulder’ pad 
for garmentsandrthe'like' comprising the steps of 
enclosing a plurality” of superimposed?- layers of 
substantially’ shield shapeda loosely felt-ed ?brous 
material‘ of gradually diminishin'g-sizei-in' a fabric 
envelope, enclosing in- said? envelope, adjacent the‘ 
widest‘ edges of- sa-idlayers; a:resilientl?lamen-tous 
cord, placing‘saidenvelope inla pre-heatedifo'rm- 
ing‘ die: and‘ maintaining saidi. envelope in said‘ 
forming; die: until: said envelope is permanently 
shaped". 

6. A method-10f. manufacturing" a shoulder'pa‘d» 
for garmentsaand theilikeicomprising the stepsiot 
forming a composite‘ padding‘ mass’ by superim; 
posing'a plurality of substantially shield shaped 
loosely felted? layers ofv ?brous material or. a, grad 
ually' diminishing: size and. having at» least one 
straight edge, alining the several straight/edgeszof. 
said- layers,~ the remaining; bordersi thereof being 
in: stepped? 1131811011,‘. enclosing: said’ ?brous layers‘ 
inia‘ canvas envelope having.’ a resilient?lameni 
tous c'ord placed transversely and encl'osedin' said? 
canvas envelope.» adjacent to; the alined’ straight 
edges:v of‘ said; layers, enclosing the’sai'd canvas 
envelope in a second fabric envelope-iwhoselareal 
extent is substantiallyv greater'than that of the 
canvas‘: envelope, thu‘s'formin'g a composite pad 
ding-mass and placing the'said‘padding mass in‘v 
a. pre-he'ated- forming" die?until said padding-mass 
is permanently shaped. 

‘7:. A: shoulder. pad for garmentsico'mprisinga‘. a 
cover? including: top-‘and! bottom‘ walls? conforming‘ 
approximately to~a pair'of conical’ surfaces inter‘ 
secting at their side extremities and diverging 
from? a-lcommon-wapical point; a?meniscoid end 
wall joiningithe spaced ends of said top and bot 
tom walls; and a' tension member reenforcingthe 
junction between said end and» bottom .walls and; 
resisting spreading of. the-meniscoidal points‘ of 
said end wall. 

BEN- SKlR-OW. 
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